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       Narrative Structure and the Blurred Landscape 
         Paul Makeham, QUT 
“This whole weekend is important…it’s our movement from the back of the bus to the 
middle of the bus.”  Stephen Davis, Blurred, p.7 
 
“The passage from one social status to another is often accompanied by a parallel passage 
in space, a geographical movement from one place to another.”  Victor Turner, From Ritual 
To Theatre: The Human Seriousness of Play (New York: PAJ Publications, 1982, p.25) 
 
“To the coast, James!”  Stephen Davis, Blurred, p.21 
 
Like many of the best works of Australian theatre, Blurred taps into our national fascination with 
the physical environment.  Australians (both pre- and post-colonial) have always been possessed 
of a powerful sense of landscape, for the landscape is the canvas of our group imagination, a 
mythic space onto which we project our deepest collective impulses; it is “the projective screen 
for a persistent national neurosis deriving from the fear and fascination of a preternatural 
continent”.  (Ross Gibson, “Camera Natura: Landscape in Australian feature films”, in Frow and Morris, eds, Australian Cultural Studies: A 
Reader (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1993, p.211)).  In Blurred, as with a number of key works of Australian 
theatre, landscape figures not only as a geographical presence, but as a metaphoric field as well, 
transcribing into physical space the inward journeys of the characters. 
 
Of course the landscape has always evoked profoundly ambivalent responses in Australians, a 
mix of repulsion and attraction, fear and desire, a need to demonise but also to exalt.  For many 
of the earliest explorers - lost in space - one response was to be swallowed up by it, and through 
immersion, to “die of landscape” (Randolph Stow, in David Tacey, “Dissolving into Landscape”, Island, 56, 1 (Spring 1993), 
p.46).  In Blurred, Calvin is probably the most obvious “explorer” in this last sense, but all the 
characters, in one way or another, experience the passing away of some part of themselves as 
they journey down the coast. 
 
Typically, the landscapes onto which Australians have projected their dreams and fears have 
been rural, brought together most powerfully in one omnipotent signifier: “The Bush”.  This 
play, though, has a more insistently urban sensibility, the kids weaving their ways through the 
built environment of servo’s and roadsigns, paying homage to the great icons of southeast 
Queensland cruising - the Yatala Pie, The Unknown Soldier, Dreamworld (Just For Fun) – 
heading for the Coast, schoolies’ Valhalla, imaged in postcard promises of surf and beer, torrid 
loves, excess and release, a Utopian dreamscape where you “get away from it all”. 
 
And “Going Away” (walking, hitching, driving, flying, whatever) is a national compulsion, a 
ritual by which we heal and transform.  Above all, it is an adventure, not always heroic, but a 
kind of questing nonetheless.  “Chaos and fun, danger and excitement” (Blurred, p.86): these are the 
signs of being away - not to mention drinking, wild times, speed and motion, and often, a 
tendency towards the irresponsible.  The kids in this Blurred landscape are explorers too, then – 
or navigators, maybe, of that strange psychic territory between school and the so-called Real 
World, somewhere between “becoming” and “being”.  Theirs is a ritual of process, their 
landscapes charged liminal spaces of betwixt and between, in which the travellers are no longer 
what they were, nor yet quite what they will be.  The paradox that attainment is about movement 
rather than arrival is what underpins a lot of this drama, but the movement theatricalised here is 
more than just a trip down the coast for a piss up and a good time.  It is a momentous transition, 
a threshold, a journey of personal development which, for many, is hugely exciting, dangerous, 
funny, and scary all at once.  And what becomes apparent as the kids proceed is that this pattern 
of transition and transformation is echoed in the way they move from the play’s internal, to its 
external, worlds. 
 
The episodic arrangement of scenes in Blurred, together with its scenic rhythms and patterning 
of spaces, is consistent with other types of “journey” narrative, one important modern type of 
which is the road movie, including (in Australia) Priscilla: Queen of the Desert, Heaven’s 
Burning, Backroads and Mad Max – dramas in which “The Road” provides the structural spine 
for different locations and interweaving narrative lines.  In this way, the Blurred landscape 
becomes more than mere setting or neutral backdrop, and functions instead as a character in its 
own right, a fully-realised dramatic presence interacting with other characters, generating 
meanings, determining outcomes and driving the action.  The service station in particular 
becomes a kind of spatial “node”, a common point at which narratives intersect before 
unravelling again and re-forming further on down the road. 
 
In Australian theatre, historically, staging the landscape has been problematic, especially as our 
drama is conditioned so powerfully by the imported conventions of realist representation.  On the 
one hand, we yearn to explore on stage our psychic connection with space; on the other, we’ve 
tended to be “cabin’d, cribb’d, confined” by the signature design of the realist room, our epic 
vision immured.  In recent decades, certainly, this habit has been challenged by a number of 
dramatists whose visions incorporate large-scale, ambitiously-conceived geographies; plays by 
Janis Balodis, Dorothy Hewett, Louis Nowra and Nicholas Parsons, for example, demand 
versatility in design and scale in theatre architecture to accommodate their landscapes.  More 
recently, performance companies such as the Brisbane-based Brink Visual Theatre have set their 
work in site-specific, outdoor locations as a way of freeing themselves of the constraints imposed 
by more conventional staging. 
 
Broadly speaking, though, the European realist tradition has dominated our national stage, 
although a “perennial problem in Australian realism is that the land is too important and too vast 
a protagonist to be adequately represented … by [a] red glow projected on the cyclorama through 
the upstage centre door.” (John McCallum, “’Something with a cow in it’: Louis Esson’s imported nationalism”, Australian Drama 
1920-1955 (Armidale: Department of Continuing Education, University of New England, 1986, p.50)  Too often, the realist room 
setting has led to stasis and entropy, or at least to an over-reliance on the contrivances of the 
well-made play: noises off, for example, and TV voice-overs, the arrival of letters, visitors - all 
“bringing on” the offstage world of landscape, history, and action. 
 
In Blurred, too, it has to be said, first impressions show that signal locations tend to be inside 
things. Unit 4B in particular, Freda’s parents’ trendy apartment, becomes progressively 
claustrophobic, and the exterior world increasingly invasive and grotesque.  The point is, though, 
that she escapes [through a window?], and here is the rub: in all cases, the interiors of cars, 
buses, trains – essentially enclosed, private spaces - open out to the external world, such that the 
private interior blurs with the public exterior.  The inner process of transition and transformation, 
then, is reflected in the movement of the play’s characters from interior to exterior landscapes: 
Danny, Pete and Lynette begin their journey on the bus but get kicked off, and end up walking 
the freeway.  In the limo, Amanda and Yolanda taste their first freedom from school by sticking 
their heads out above the car’s retractable roof, their ecstatic screams blurring with those of 
Calvin and Hobbs who speed past, “800 minus 756 kays” from their dream.  And Jillian and 
Bradley’s interior world of the train compartment finally opens out to the fatal, electric landscape 
which swallows up the more reckless of those two ill-fated innocents. 
 
This playtext could be realised in a range of theatre spaces, and given a variety of stagings.  In its 
premiere production (by QPAT and QUT), Blurred’s collective journey was presented as a 
densely-layered, hybrid performance text.  It adopted the contemporary multimedia languages of 
“Generation Y”, but in so doing also drew on the richest theatrical traditions by speaking at once 
to the senses, the viscera, the intellect, and the subconscious.  The multiple sites and textures of 
performance engaged the imagination, while also physically reaching out to the spectator, 
blending the play’s travellers with their landscape, and the landscape with the audience.  
Narrative histories took shape in space, amplified and illuminated as “life-maps”, so that our 
understanding of the characters became intrinsically linked to our understanding of their 
journeys within the Blurred landscape.  In these ways, this first production of Blurred built upon 
the great Australian theatrical fascination with landscape. 
